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Introduction
This atlas accompanies Beluga Planning Area – Homer, Volume 1: Background Information, which introduces these maps and their potential uses in land use planning. Volume 1 provides useful context and should be looked at along with this atlas.
The maps compiled in this atlas provide many “pictures” of the Beluga Planning Area in the City of Homer. Maps represent several kinds of information:
• resource inventory information, such as elevation contours (Map 5) and soils (Map 7a);
• interpretations based on inventory information, such as soil suitabilities for particular land uses (Map 7f) and green infrastructure ratings (Map 20c); and
• political/policy information, such as zoning designations and proposed trail locations.
Every land use decision we make and action we take moves Homer and its surrounding areas a little further down the path toward a particular future—a future that everyone who lives here or visits this area ultimately shares. The more information that
landowners and other decision makers consider as we decide what activities to locate where, the more likely our decisions will lead to a future that is healthy, enjoyable, sustainable, and worth celebrating.

The photographs above show Homer in 1951 (on the left) and 2003 (on the right). This photo comparison was developed by the Kachemak Bay Research Reserve.
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Map 1.

Watersheds that drain into Kachemak Bay

This map gives you an overview of how the Bear Creek/Beluga Slough watershed fits into the larger picture of watersheds that drain into Kachemak Bay. (Section II, Introduction and background explains what a watershed is.) Just as what happens on
parcels in the BC/BS watershed can affect conditions downslope; what happens in these watersheds can affect conditions in the bay.
(Map from Kachemak Bay Research Reserve)

Bear Creek/Beluga
Slough watershed
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Map 2.

Watersheds surrounding the Homer area

This is a close-up of the previous map.
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Map 3.

Watersheds and stream orders

A number of streams flow into, through, and out of the Homer area. The smallest streams have no names and may flow only during periods of heavy rainfall or snowmelt (ephemeral channels). As explained in the accompanying planning document (see,
for example, Sections II and III), a watershed encompasses all the lands that “shed” water towards a particular water body. Watersheds are often named for their main waterbody—like the Anchor River watershed. All but the tiniest watersheds are made
up of many subwatersheds that fit together like puzzle pieces, each shedding water towards its main drainage. The largest stream in the Beluga planning area is Bear Creek, which flows on the east side of the area. Bear Creek drains into the Beluga
Drainageway wetlands; these wetlands then join other subwatersheds that drain into Beluga Lake. Beluga Lake drains into Beluga Slough through an outlet under Lake Street, and the slough drains into Kachemak Bay. The map below shows drainage
channels—both perennial and ephemeral—and boundaries for many of the watersheds in the Homer area. Map 4, on the following page, zooms in on the Bear Creek/Beluga Canyon watershed.
In a watershed (or drainage basin), water converges to a point that’s usually found at the very
bottom. This point of convergence is where the
water generally exits from the watershed, at
which point it enters the watershed of a larger
waterbody such as a lake, ocean, bay, river, or
wetland. Beluga Lake/Beluga Slough provide
the convergence point in the Bear Creek/Beluga
Slough watershed. Water reaching this convergence point then exits into Kachemak Bay.
Stream order: The smallest streams—those
with no identified tributaries—are called “first
order” streams and are numbered 1. Streams
receiving flows from first-order streams are
called second-order streams and are numbered 2,
and so on, down to main stream or river
channels, which in the Homer area flow into
Kachemak Bay or Cook Inlet. The number of
stream orders found in a watershed provides a
rough indication of watershed size and complexity. Some watersheds—like the Bear Creek/
Beluga Slough watershed—have just a few
layers (stream orders). Others, like the Yukon
River system, have many levels. Two diagrams
below illustrate how stream orders are
numbered.
Example of stream order numbering system from
http://www.epa.gov/esd/land-sci/lcb/ nrb/VFRDB/
glossary.htm).

Example of stream order numbering from
http://msnucleus.org/membership/html/jh/earth/water/lesson5/water5b.html.
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Map 4a. Streams and subwatersheds overlaid on the Bear Creek/Beluga Slough watershed
In the map lower right, we overlaid onto the Beluga Slough/Bear
Creek (BC/BS) watershed the streams and subwatersheds shown on
the previous map. (Note, as shown in the elevation profiles top
right, the southern BC/BS watershed divide is actually north of
Lampert Lake, rather than along Kachemak Drive. More elevation
profiles in this area are shown in Map 9a; elevation profiles are also
discussed in the accompanying planning document.)
Woodard Creek watershed (below) forms the western boundary of
the BC/BS watershed. (The map below is from the Horndaday
Park Master Plan, available at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/
cityclerk/karen-hornaday-park-master-plan). That plan documents
some of the drainage issues and flood problems that have arisen
over the years because wetlands and stormwater runoff were not
considered early on during development of many parcels in the
Woodard Creek watershed. The city made a number of expensive
repairs to local roads after the heavy flooding of 2002.)
As you can see from the two lower maps, watershed boundaries will
look slightly different depending on the scale of the data used to map them. The mapping scale
for the map on the right was not as detailed as for the map below.
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Map 4b.

Bear Creek/Beluga Slough watershed with parcels overlaid

For most landowners in the Beluga planning area, seeing parcel boundaries in relationship to watershed boundaries will be of interest. This map overlays parcel boundaries with the map of the Bear Creek/Beluga Slough watershed. Wetland ecosystems
are also shown (see Map 10 for identification of wetland ecosystems).
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Map 5.

Slope categories and water flow directions

Watersheds are defined by slopes, and slopes determine which direction and how fast surface water will flow. All the land sloping down from one side of a landscape divide—such as Skyline Drive or Diamond Ridge Road—sheds rainfall and snowmelt
into one watershed, land on the other side of the divide sheds into the neighboring watershed. The steeper the slope, the faster rainfall and snowmelt will flow downslope. Faster surface runoff leads to higher potential rates of erosion, since the faster
water moves, the more material it can carry. The bluffs behind Homer are characterized by steep slopes that can contribute to fast-flowing, very erosive surface runoff. Keeping slopes stable and well vegetated prevents downslope problems related to
runoff and erosion. Blue arrows in the map at lower left show the main directions that surface water flows towards (and away from) Beluga Lake. Map 9b is an enlarged version of this flow-direction map.
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Map 6.

Contour lines

Slopes, drainage divides, ravines, and many other features of the landscape can be seen using contour lines. A contour line connects all the points that are identified as having the same elevation. The contour lines shown below are each 4 ft apart, so for
example, the lines between the contour line marked as 40 and the line marked as 60 would have the following elevations (in feet): 44, 48, 52, and 56. This map is one of the many in this atlas that was made using the Kenai Peninsula Borough's interactive
parcel viewer. The accompanying planning document provides step-by-step instructions for creating your own maps like this from the borough's online website.
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Map 7a.

Soil Map Unit Symbols in the planning area

Soils affect everything that happens on a piece of land—from which plants will grow there to how stable and dry a road or building foundation will be. The map below is from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey of the West ern Kenai Peninsula. This map and the soil maps that follow were developed using an online tool called Web Soil Survey, which is provided by the NRCS (go to: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm). (Alternatively, the entire Western
Kenai Peninsula soil survey can be downloaded at http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/Manuscripts/AK652/0/WesternKenai_manu.pdf.) The areas outlined and numbered below represent soil polygons—areas characterized by relatively homogeneous conditions such as soil texture, land slope, depth to water table, and a wide variety of other properties evaluated during a soil survey—both in the field and in the lab. In NRCS parlance, soil polygons are called soil map units. The legend at right shows the
names of the map units in the planning area, as well as acres (and percent) of each type within the blue “area of interest” (AOI) shown below. The following maps provide other kinds of useful soil survey information.
Map
unit
symbol

Map unit name

505

Beaches

506

Acres in Percent of
blue
area in
rectangle
blue
rectangle
0.1

0.0

Beluga silt loam, 0 to 4 percent slopes

638.8

12.3

507

Beluga silt loam, 4 to 8 percent slopes

518.7

10.0

509

Beluga-Mutnala complex, 0 to 8 percent slopes

126.6

2.4

510

Beluga-Smokey Bay complex, 4 to 8 percent
slopes

352.4

6.8

511

Beluga-Smokey Bay complex, 8 to 15 percent
slopes

100.9

1.9

535

Clunie peat, 0 to 2 percent slopes

188.5

3.6

558

Doroshin mucky peat, 0 to 4 percent slopes

42.4

0.8

573

Kachemak silt loam, 4 to 8 percent slopes

61.0

1.2

574

Kachemak silt loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes

182.3

3.5

575

Kachemak silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes

180.3

3.5

576

Kachemak silt loam, 25 to 35 percent slopes

227.7

4.4

577

Kachemak silt loam, 35 to 45 percent slopes

101.2

2.0

618

Mutnala silt loam, 4 to 8 percent slopes

21.1

0.4

619

Mutnala silt loam, 8 to 15 percent slopes

92.5

1.8

620

Mutnala silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes

4.3

0.1

651

Salamatof peat, 0 to 4 percent slopes

287.6

5.5

673

Spenard peat, 0 to 4 percent slopes

117.4

2.3

674

Spenard peat, 4 to 8 percent slopes

200.0

3.9

675

Spenard peat, 8 to 15 percent slopes

79.8

1.5

677

Starichkof peat, 0 to 4 percent slopes

19.5

0.4

688

Tidal flats

761.3

14.7

701

Typic Cryaquents, 0 to 2 percent slopes

27.0

0.5

703

Typic Cryorthents, 100 to 150 percent slopes

164.7

3.2

704

Urban land

188.9

3.6

705

Water, fresh

185.3

3.6

4870.3

93.9

Total acres and percents in blue rectangle
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Map 7b.

Color-coded Soil Map Unit names

This soil map shows each kind of soil in a different color, which allows soil distribution patterns to be more easily observed. Like all the soils maps in this atlas, this map was made using Web Soil Survey (see Map 7a).
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Map 7c.

Soil surface textures and parent materials
The map at left shows areas of different soil textures—from areas characterized by
gravelly soil textures with slightly decomposed plant material (in the steeper hillside
areas and ravines), to areas where the texture is peat (accumulations of largely undecomposed plant material, characteristic of many wetlands). Soil texture affects soil
behavior in many ways.
The map below shows the parent material in which soils developed. In the Homer area
—in fact throughout Alaska—parent material frequently reflects glacial processes.
These include deposition of material moved and left behind by glaciers (such as in
moraines and till plains), deposition of material that accumulated and settled in lakes at
the edges of glaciers (such as in relict glacial lakebeds), and erosion caused by glacial
meltwater (for example, drainageways carved by glacial meltwater, or debris flows
caused by saturated soils).
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Map 7d.

Percent slope and depth to water table
Percent slope is a measure of the steepness of the ground
surface. To calculate percent slope, divide the difference
between the elevations of two points (e.g., 40 ft in the image
at right) by the distance between the points (100 ft at right),
then multiply the quotient by 100. The difference in
elevation between the points is called the rise. The distance
between the points is called the run. Thus, percent slope
equals rise/run x 100. Roads are generally designed to be
less than 10% slope.
Water table refers to the top of the saturated zone in the soil
and underlying material. In the saturated zone, all pore
spaces between sediments or rock particles, or in rock
fractures, are filled with water. The depth to the water table changes seasonally: close to the land surface during wet
periods—for example during fall rainstorms—and deeper during dry periods. NRCS estimates of the upper limit are
based mainly on observations of the water table at selected sites and on evidence of a saturated zone, namely grayish
colors (redoximorphic features) in the soil.
Depth to water table is actually recorded as three separate values in the soil survey database. A low value and a high
value indicate the range of this attribute for the soil component. A “representative” value indicates the expected value
for the component. For displaying this soil property, only the representative value is used.
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Map 7e.

Soil drainage class and ponding frequency
Soil drainage class (natural) refers to the frequency and duration of wet periods under conditions similar to those that existed
during soil formation. During soil mapping, human-caused alterations of the water regime, either through drainage or
irrigation, are not considered unless they have significantly changed soil properties and qualities. Seven classes of natural
soil drainage are recognized: excessively drained, somewhat excessively drained, well drained, moderately well drained,
somewhat poorly drained, poorly drained, and very poorly drained. Each of these classes has different effects on how
suitable an area will be for particular land uses like dwellings, roads, agriculture, etc.
Ponding is standing water in a closed depression. The water is removed only by deep percolation, transpiration, or evaporation, or by a combination of these processes. Ponding frequency classes are based on the number of times that ponding
occurs over a given period. Frequency is expressed as none, rare, occasional, and frequent.
• None means that ponding is not probable. The chance of ponding is nearly 0 percent in any year.
• Rare means that ponding is unlikely but possible under unusual weather conditions. The chance of ponding is nearly
0 percent to 5 percent in any year.
• Occasional means that ponding occurs, on the average, once or less in 2 years. The chance of ponding is 5 to 50
percent in any year.
• Frequent means that ponding occurs, on the average, more than once in 2 years. The chance of ponding is more than
50 percent in any year.
Like soil drainage, ponding frequency affects the suitability of an area for many kinds of land uses.
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Map 7f.

Soil suitabilities for dwellings without basements

Maps 7a through 7e have all shown soil properties and qualities identified in the field during soil mapping or in the lab using samples collected in the field. Once soil properties and qualities have been determined, this information can be used to rate how
suitable a soil might be for various land uses, based on the properties and qualities of that soil and the kinds of conditions that affect suitability for various land uses, such as dwellings with or without basements, small commercial buildings, roads, septic
system leach fields, and trails, among others. A single value or rating for each soil map unit is generated by aggregating the interpretive ratings of all the individual map unit components found in that map unit. This aggregation process is defined for each
interpretation.
“Building site development interpretations” are designed to be used as tools for evaluating soil suitability and identifying soil limitations for various construction purposes. As part of the interpretation process, the rating applies to each soil in its described
condition and does not consider present land use. Example building site interpretations include corrosion of concrete and steel, shallow excavations, dwellings with and without basements, small commercial buildings, local roads and streets, and lawns
and landscaping. Generally, soils found on steep slopes or those characteristic of wetlands will be poorly suited for building site development. Map 7f shows soils in the Beluga planning area as rated for dwellings without basements. The tables on the
following pages identify the particular features that limit each soil map unit for this land use. The discussion below is from the same source as Maps 7a through 7e, the NRCS Soil Survey of the Western Kenai Peninsula. This map, like the maps above,
was developed using the online tool Web Soil Survey, found at: http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm.
Dwellings Without Basements
Dwellings are single-family houses of three stories or less. For dwellings without basements, the foundation is assumed to consist of spread footings of reinforced concrete
built on undisturbed soil at the depth of maximum frost penetration. The ratings for
dwellings are based on the soil properties that affect the capacity of the soil to support a
load without movement and on the properties that affect excavation and construction
costs. The properties that affect the load-supporting capacity include depth to a water
table, ponding, flooding, subsidence, linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential), and
compressibility. Compressibility is inferred from the Unified classification of the soil.
The properties that affect the ease and amount of excavation include depth to a water
table, ponding, flooding, slope, depth to bedrock or a cemented pan, hardness of bedrock or a cemented pan, and the amount and size of rock fragments.
The ratings are both verbal and numerical. Rating class terms indicate the extent to
which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that affect the specified use. “Not
limited” indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable for the specified use.
Good performance and very low maintenance can be expected. “Somewhat limited”
indicates that the soil has features that are moderately favorable for the specified use.
The limitations can be overcome or minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair performance and moderate maintenance can be expected. “Very limited”
indicates that the soil has one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified
use. The limitations generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation,
special design, or expensive installation procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can be expected.
Numerical ratings indicate the severity of individual limitations (see the following
tables). The ratings are shown as decimal fractions ranging from 0.01 to 1.00. They
indicate gradations between the point at which a soil feature has the greatest negative
impact on the use (1.00) and the point at which the soil feature is not a limitation (0.00).
An aggregated rating class is shown for each soil map unit. The components listed for
each map unit are only those that have the same rating class as listed for the map unit.
The percent composition of each component in a particular map unit is presented to
help the user better understand the percentage of each map unit that has the rating
presented. Other components with different ratings may be present in each map unit.
The ratings for all components, regardless of the map unit aggregated rating, can be
viewed by generating the equivalent report from the Soil Reports tab in Web Soil
Survey or from the Soil Data Mart site. Onsite investigation may be needed to validate these interpretations and to confirm the identity of the soil on a given site.
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Table associated with Map 7f
Ratings for soil map units in the Beluga planning area in terms of their suitability for dwellings without basements. Features that limit suitability for dwellings without basements are shown for each soil component found in a soil map unit (see column
labeled “Rating reasons”).
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Table associated with Map 7f (continued)
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Table associated with Map 7f (continued)
Definitions for rating reasons:
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Map 8.

Surface runoff

Surface runoff is the water that flows downslope across the surface of the land—in rivulets, channels, or swales (natural or manmade) or as “sheetflow.” The map below shows relative runoff rates in the Homer area. The redder the area, the more water
will run downslope across that surface area, for example during rainstorms or snowmelt. Areas that have poor soil drainage, steep slopes, little plant cover, and/or lots of “impervious cover” (discussed in the accompanying planning document) will have
the highest rates of runoff. Increases in runoff caused by clearing, paving, and other actions that decrease soil infiltration or plant interception can affect downslope landowners by changing both the patterns and amounts of flooding, erosion, sediment
deposition, and pollution carried in
runoff.
Note that the steep slopes north of
Lampert Lake produce runoff that
flows northward into the Beluga
planning area rather than southward,
directly into Kachemak Bay.
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Map 9a.

Contours and elevation profiles

This map shows the shape of the land in cross sections that correspond to blue lines drawn through the planning area. Cross sections—labeled elevation profiles—correspond to similarly labeled lines on the map. So, for example, if you walked along the
line labeled “El Pro-1,” from Skyline Drive (at the upper left, or northwest) to Beluga Lake (to the southeast), you'd walk down the slopes shown in the graph labeled Elevation Profile 1 (found in the lower left corner of this page). The red + on each line
marks the location of the specific elevation shown in feet on the corresponding graph. For example, on El Pro-1, the + is at 726 ft in elevation. El Pro-7 runs almost perpendicular to all the others, and its graph shows elevations from Beluga Lake, on the
west (or left), to Kachemak Bay, on the east (or right). El Pro-7 shows a clear watershed (or drainage) divide, about 44 ft high, separating surface runoff flowing west, towards Beluga Lake from runoff flowing east, towards Kachemak Drive and the bay.
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Map 9b.

Drainages, elevation contours, and surface flow directions

This map suggests why minimizing future increases in surface runoff is so important in the Beluga planning area. Blue arrows show the general direction that surface water flows into and through the basin. Brown contour lines provide information about
slope topography and aspect. Water shedding from the hillsides drains from three directions into the bottom of the topographic basin and from there into Beluga Lake. Increases in impervious surfaces—on the hillsides north of East End Road or on the
toeslopes south of East End Road—will increase both stormwater and snowmelt running into the basin. Reduction in the storage capacity provided by the wetlands that line the bottom and lower sides of the basin is likely to increase localized flooding of
adjacent and downslope properties. (The aerial photograph underlaying flows and contours is shown in Map 13b.)
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Map 10.

Wetland ecosystems

On this map, contour lines are overlain on wetland ecosystems to show how wetlands relate to slopes and elevations. Wetlands marked with a red asterisk are found in the Beluga planning area. (Floating islands can develop in Beluga Lake, as shown in
the accompanying planning document.) Wetlands are further covered in Maps 16a through 16f and in the Beluga area planning document that accompanies this atlas.

e
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Map 11.

Plant communities – ecosites

Identifying what is growing in a particular location, or knowing what could grow there, is a key element in making good land use decisions related to minimizing surface runoff and increasing soil stability. As the Army Corps of Engineers has said:
“Plants are Nature's way of stabilizing a slope.” This map was developed using Web Soil Survey, see http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/HomePage.htm. One way of identifying what plant communities could grow where is by looking at information
on “ecological sites,” (or “ecosites” ) mapped by the NRCS as part of its Western Kenai Peninsula Soil Survey. An ecological site, or ecosite, is a distinctive kind of land with specific physical characteristics. Each ecosite differs from others in its ability
to produce a distinctive kind and amount of vegetation. NRCS divides landscapes into ecological sites for the purposes of inventory, evaluation, and management. An ecosite is the product of all the environmental factors responsible for its development,
and has characteristic soils and hydrology that have developed over time throughout the soil development process. “R” ecosites are rangeland categories, “F” ecosites are forestland categories.
(On mapped wetlands, much more detailed information is available about plant communities—including plant species and their areal coverage; see Map 16b for more information.)
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Map 12a.

General habitat and moose habitat

These maps were developed during a project to map “green infrastructure”
around Homer, including habitat for moose and habitat connectivity. This
project is further discussed in the accompanying planning document, see
Chapter IV, Section B.
The map at right displays moose habitat—the darker the color, the more
important the habitat. The map below displays general wildlife habitat,
darker areas provide the greatest habitat benefits to the most species.
Many areas with the highest habitat value—both for moose and wildlife in
general—are wetlands.
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Map 12b.

Critical habitat linkages

Many species of wildlife must move between different areas at different times of year in order to find the food, shelter, and other resources they need to survive. Moose are a prime example; they move from higher elevations used during the summer to
lower elevations used during the winter. Habitat corridors between areas used during different seasons provide critical linkages between them. Such linkages can provide the framework for identifying high-value, multi-purpose corridors supporting green
infrastructure areas and activities like recreation and education. (In the map below, the lower the number or darker the color, the more important the habitat linkage.)
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Map 13a.

Aerial view of the City of Homer and surrounding areas

Maps 13a and 13b provide aerial views of Homer. Map 13a includes Homer city limits—shown in red—and reflects photography from 2003. This map was downloaded from the Kenai Peninsula Borough's online interactive parcel viewer. The
accompanying planning document provides step-by-step instructions for how to use the tools on that website. On that website, you can zoom in much closer than shown here, allowing you to see more detailed aerial imagery.
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Map 13b.

The Beluga planning area as seen in aerial photography from May 2011

This image shows the planning area in photography from May 2011. This image was made using the website Googlemapmaker (http://www.google.com/mapmaker). As is true for the previous map, you can zoom in much closer at the website from
which this image was made. Aerial photography can also be viewed from other sites, such as Google earth (http://www.google.com/earth/index.html) and ArcGIS. Homer High school and Heath Street are on the left of this image; Northern Enterprises
Boatyard can be see on the far right.
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Map 14.

Homer city limits and land ownership

This map shows general categories of land ownership in the Homer area, and is another map developed from the Kenai Peninsula Borough's online interactive parcel viewer (see the accompanying planning document). It can be difficult with this color
scheme to distinguish federal from Native landownership. All the yellow parcels on this map are in federal ownership except for two Native-owned parcels. Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI) owns a 12.34-acre parcel near Milepost 173 on the Sterling
Highway (which is hidden by the MP label) and a 37.5-acre parcel on the north side of Diamond Ridge Road. No other Native-owned parcels appear on this map.
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Map 15a.

City of Homer zoning designations

Map 15a shows City of Homer zoning designations at the time of this atlas (September 2012). More information can be obtained at the City of Homer's website: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/cityclerk/chapter-2110-zoning-districts-and-zoning-map.
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Map 15b.

City of Homer zoning designations, with Homer Airport Critical Habitat Area (CHA) and Alaska Division of Aviation lands

This map identifies state land located within the General Commercial 2 district in the Beluga planning area. The north half of the state-owned land is designated the Homer Airport Critical Habitat Area (CHA) and is managed to provide moose habitat.
State land on the west, south, and east of the CHA is owned by the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities and is managed by the State Aviation Division. (The Homer Airport plan can be downloaded at: http://www.dot.state.ak.us/
stwdav/documents/ALP/Homer_ALP.pdf.) In 2011, the Kenai Peninsula Borough classified 80 borough-owned acres north of the CHA for Preservation, and the following year, Homer rezoned that acreage as Conservation. A few areas in the Beluga
planning area that are protected as permanent open space or parks (private or public) are also shown below.
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Map 15c.

Suggested “Land Use Designations” from the City of Homer Comprehensive Plan

Map 15c shows land use designations as suggested in the City of Homer Comprehensive Plan adopted 2010. Note, suggested land use designations were not based on land suitabilities, site conditions, or the potential effects such designations could have
on adjacent or downslope properties. The comprehensive plan, however, recommends that such suitabilities, conditions, and effects be fully considered in making changes to zoning categories. The comprehensive plan recommends that the city pay
particular attention to protecting existing “green infrastructure”areas, such as natural drainage systems, wetlands, and connectivity. These topics are discussed in the accompanying planning document.
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Map 16a.

Wetland ecosystems within the Homer area

Maps 16a through 16f show wetlands in the Homer area in relationship to other landscape features—such as slope—and to property boundaries and zoning designations. This map is the most basic, and shows Homer city limits and parcel boundaries in
relationship to main kinds of wetland ecosystems. Of the twelve kinds of wetland ecosystems mapped on the Kenai Peninsula, seven are found in the planning area: Discharge Slope (S), Drainageway (relict glacial) (DW), Floating Islands (within Beluga
Lake), Kettle (K), Lakebed (LB), Riparian (R), and Wetland-Upland Complex (WU). (Tidal areas are not addressed in this planning document.) Map 16c shows these wetlands in greater detail, Map 16f shows wetlands grouped together into complexes
that represent logical categories for management. The map below was downloaded from the Kenai Peninsula Borough's online interactive parcel viewer (see the accompanying planning document for instructions on using the parcel viewer).
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Map 16b.

Example of wetland information from Kenai Peninsula Borough online parcel viewer

Homer Soil and Water Conservation District recently completed a project to assess wetland functions and values on the Kenai Peninsula (on non-federal lands) using methods modified from those used to assess Homer wetlands. Wetlands management
strategies are now being developed. Below is a factsheet developed to guide landowners and others interested in the wealth of information about peninsula wetlands available online (see: http://www.kenaiwetlands.net/ and http://cookinletwetlands.info/).
This factsheet, and other information about Homer Soil and Water's wetlands assessment project, can be found at http://www.homerswcd.org/projects/wetlands.php. For a copy of the project report: Kenai Peninsula Wetlands – a Guide for Everyone, go to
https://sites.google.com/site/kenaipeninsulawetlandwiki/documents/kenai-peninsula-wetlands-a-guide-for-everyon e.
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Map 16c.

Wetland ecosystems (colors) and map units within the Beluga planning area

Just as areas (or polygons) of relatively homogeneous soil conditions were outlined and given “map unit” symbols and names (see Maps 7a and 7b), areas of relatively homogeneous wetland conditions were also outlined and given map unit symbols and
names (see http://www.kenaiwetlands.net/). This map shows wetland map units within the planning area. (Note, “hydric” soils are one of three criteria used to distinguish wetlands, the other two are hydrology—particularly depth to water table—and the
presence of plants adapted to growing in wet soil conditions, which are called “hydrophytes.”) For more detailed views of these wetland polygons, use the borough's online interactive parcel viewer, as described in the accompanying planning document.
Map
code

Name (full name of wetland ecosystem) LINK
(from http://www.kenaiwetlands.net/)

DW

Drainageway (Relict Glacial Drainageway wetland

DW1

Drainageway with water table code 1 (standing, open water)

D2-4

Drainageway with water table codes 2 to 4

DW24

Drainageway with water table codes 2 and 4

DW3

Drainageway with water table code 3

DW3-5A Drainageway with water table codes 3 to 5
DW34

Drainageway with water table codes 3 and 4

DW42

Drainageway with water table codes 4 and 2

K

Kettle wetland

K1c

Kettle with water table code 1 (standing, open water)

K2c

Kettle with water table code 2

K3

Kettle with water table code 3

K34

Kettle with water table codes 3 and 4

K34d

Kettle with water table codes 3 and 4 – significantly disturbed

K43

Kettle with water table codes 4 and 3

LB

Lakebed (Relict Glacial Lakebed) wetland

LB1

Lakebed with water table code 1 (standing, open water)

LB1-3

Lakebed with zones of open water (1) to water table code 3

LB25

Lakebed with water table codes 2 and 5

LB2-6

Lakebed with water table codes 2 to 6

LB34

Lakebed with water table codes 3 and 4

LB36

Lakebed with water table codes 3 and 6

LB4

Lakebed with water table code 4

LB43

Lakebed with water table codes 4 and 3

LB46

Lakebed with water table codes 4 and 6

LB6

Lakebed with water table code 6

LB64

Lakebed with water table codes 6 and 4

LBSF

Lakebed complex (patterned fen)

R

Riparian wetland

RB

Riparian wetland with B stream channel type

Rel

Riparia wetland with linear e channel type
S

Slope (Discharge Slope) wetland
Continued on next page
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Map 16c.

continued

Map
code

Name (full name of wetland ecosystem) LINK
Continued from previous page

S

Slope (Discharge Slope) wetland

SA

Discharge slope dominated by alders (Alnus speces)

SAC

Discharge slope dominated by alders and bluejoint reedgrass
(Calamagrostis canadensis)

SAL

Discharge slope dominated by alders and Lutz spruce (Picea X
lutzi)

SC

Discharge slope dominated by bluejoint reedgrass
(Calamagrostis canadensis)

SCA

Discharge slope dominated by bluejoint reedgrass and alders

SCAd

SCA – significantly disturbed

SCLd

Discharge slope dominated by bluejoint reedgrass and Lutz
spruce – significantly disturbed

SCS

Discharge slope dominated by bluejoint reedgrass and willows
(Salix species)

SCSd

SCS – significantly disturbed

SL

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce ((Picea X lutzi)

SLA

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce and alders

SLCd

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce and bluejoint
reedgrass – significantly disturbed

SLd

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce – significantly
disturbed

SLM

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce and black spruce
(Picea mariana)

SLMd

Discharge slope dominated by Lutz spruce and black spruce –
significantly disturbed

SM

Discharge slope dominated by black spruce (Picea mariana)

SML

Discharge slope dominated by black spruce and Lutz spruce

SMLd

Discharge slope dominated by black spruce and Lutz spruce –
significantly disturbed

SSA

Discharge slope dominated by willows and alders

T

Tidal wetlands
Not identified to map code

WU
WU
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Map 16d.

Wetland rankings

In 2005-2006, representatives of the City of Homer, US Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Kachemak Bay Research Reserve, Cook Inletkeeper, Kenai Watershed Forum, Natural Resources
Conservation Service, and Alaska Department of Fish and Game worked together to assess the functions and values of wetlands in Homer. (The report of that project can be obtained from the City of Homer Planning Department.) As part of that project,
a scoring protocol was developed and all assessed wetlands were scored. (Tidal wetlands were not assessed.) This map shows “rankings” distinguished on the basis of cumulative scores for biology, hydrology, and community wetland functions and
values. Over half of the wetlands in the Beluga planning area were rated as high; most of the rest were rated as moderate. This map can be downloaded at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/Wetlands.pdf.
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Map 16e.

Wetlands rankings overlaid on 2011 aerial imagery

This map shows the same rankings as shown in the previous map, but zoomed in and overlaid on aerial imagery from 2011. (Wetlands ranked as low and shown in gray are difficult to distinguish from gray areas of roads and buildings; use the map above
to locate these areas.) The aerial imagery for this map was obtained from Google Map Maker, http://www.google.com/mapmaker.
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Map 16f.

Wetlands grouped for management, and management strategies identified for wetland complexes in the Beluga planning area

It can be useful to group wetland map units into larger complexes for management purposes. This map shows planning area wetlands grouped into complexes, as well as the management strategies recommended for each complex. These strategies were
developed by an interagency team and are referenced by regulators, such as the Army Corps of Engineers, when they review wetland permit applications. (See the accompanying planning document for more on wetland permits.) Note that East Homer
Drainageway and Kachemak Kettle are actually east of the planning area and separated from it by a drainage divide, as shown on Maps 9a and 9b. This map and accompanying management strategies can be downloaded at:
http://www.cookinletwetlands.info/downloads/HomerComplexes StrategiesPoster.pdf (note, the pdf is almost 24 MB).
Beluga Lake:
Prohibit fill in Beluga Lake or the two associated wetland polygons (docks are permitted).
East Beluga Discharge
Accelerated runoff from hardened (impervious) surfaces should be offset with swales and/or
runoff retention ponds [as well as with other Low Impact Development measures]. Site
design should include hydrologic connectivity to upstream and downstream parcels. Moose
habitat values are high throughout. Moose habitat should be preserved or mitigated.
Development along the border with the East Homer Drainageway Complex should maintain
an 85-ft buffer of natural vegetation [see the discussion of Best Management Practices and
Buffers in the accompanying planning document].
East Homer Drainageway:

This area should be targeted for preservation and restoration. Encourage purchasing of
private lots, e.g., by Kachemak Heritage Land Trust, Kachemak Moose Habitat, Inc., and
others. If possible, restore hydrology and repair or implement suitable stormwater
management measures along Kachemak Drive. Some fill may be allowed along Kachemak
Drive.
Kachemak Kettle:
Maintain a 100-ft buffer along the East Homer Drainageway. Accelerated runoff from
hardened (impervious) surfaces will be offset with swales and or/runoff retention ponds [as
well as with other Low Impact Development measures]. Loss of moose habitat should be
mitigated.
Lampert Peatland:
Maintain a 100-ft buffer along the Lampert Peatland. Accelerated runoff from hardened
(impervious) surfaces will be offset with swales and or/runoff retention ponds [as well as with
other Low Impact Development measures]. Loss of moose habitat should be mitigated.
North Paul Banks Discharge
Encourage development here. Retain natural vegetation as is practicable. Accelerated runoff from hardened (impervious) surfaces will be offset with swales and/ or runoff retention ponds [as well as with other Low Impact Development measures]. Loss of moose habitat should be
mitigated.
Palmer Creek Drainageway and Palmer Creek Fan
Maintain a 100-ft setback of natural vegetation on either side of Palmer Creek. Crossings should be perpendicular to the channel via bridge or oversized culvert and involve the minimum amount of fill necessary for safety. A wetlands bank with Kachemak Moose Habitat, Inc. will
target private parcels in this area, along with the East Homer Drainageway, for purchase and preservation. Wetlands within the City of Homer that have been targeted for moose mitigation are eligible to receive credits from this bank.
Quiet Creek Discharge Slope
This is a large discharge wetland receiving surface and subsurface flows from the Diamond Ridge slope. It retains water that would otherwise flow rapidly through downtown Homer and as such is important for flood control. It also has high value moose habitat. Maintain greenbelts
with stormwater retention designed into them on city-owned parcels. Retain as much natural vegetation on individual lots as is practicable. Maintain at least a 50-ft setback of natural vegetation on either side of the stream channel. Stream crossings should be perpendicular to the
channel, via bridge or oversized culvert, and involve the minimum amount of fill necessary for safety. Loss of moose habitat should be mitigated.
Runway Discharge
Within the airport boundary, wetland hydrology should be maintained.
Public lands: Those tracts outside the airport boundary should be maintained and managed for the values of the Homer Airport Critical Habitat Area.
Private lands: Accelerated runoff from hardened (impervious) surfaces should be offset with swales and/or runoff retention ponds [as well as with other Low Impact Development measures]. Loss of moose habitat should be mitigated.
West Beluga Slope
Publicly owned lands should be preserved as undisturbed wetlands. Private lands: These should be prioritized and purchased over time for inclusion in a mitigation bank whose purpose is to preserve moose habitat. Development should be discouraged. A master plan should be
developed for this area as it is a very important wetland complex, and it is probably the most threatened wetland complex in the City of Homer.
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Map 17a.

Wetlands rankings overlaid with city zoning designations

As we've seen, overlaying maps can provide useful insights. Here we've overlaid the two maps shown on the left: the zoning map of the planning area and the map of wetland rankings. As this shows, roughly 2/3rds of the wetlands ranked as “high” are
within the area zoned as General Commercial 2 (although much of this is within the Homer Airport Critical Habitat Area, as shown on Map 15b). Most of the rest of the wetlands ranked as “high” are within the Rural Residential and Urban Residential
zones, but a large block is within the area zoned General Commercial 1. A significant percentage of the wetlands ranked as “moderate” are within the area zoned as General Commercial 1, with most of the rest in Rural Residential and Urban Residential
zones.
Wetlands ranked as “moderate” or “high” play key roles in stormwater storage and flood reduction, as discussed in the accompanying planning document. These “green infrastructure” functions can be maintained by incorporating Low Impact
Development practices that help surface runoff (like stormwater flows and snowmelt) to “slow, spread, and sink.” For more information on LID techniques, see the accompanying planning document.
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Map 17b.

Wetlands rankings overlaid with Land Use Designations suggested in the City of Homer Comprehensive Plan

As noted in Map 15c, the Homer comprehensive plan adopted in 2010 suggested land use designations, but these were developed without reference to land suitabilities, green infrastructure, or other environmental conditions. This map shows those land
use designations overlaid with Homer wetland rankings. In areas where wetlands are ranked as “high” or “moderate,” increases in impervious surfaces (pavement, buildings, and other surfaces that prevent infiltration of water into the soil) will interfere
with wetland functions and values to varying degrees. (Incorporating Low Impact Development techniques can help mitigate these effects—see the accompanying planning document, as well as the city's Stormwater Manual, available at
http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/HomerStormwater.pdf.) Altering natural drainage systems and reducing wetland capacity to store surface runoff and storm flows are most likely to have detrimental effects on properties
that are nearby or downslope. Such effects can
result in increased costs to landowners of affected
parcels, as well as for the city if engineered
infrastructure is needed to replace “green
infrastructure” services lost to development.
(Development in “jurisdictional” wetlands
requires a 404 wetland permit from the Army
Corps of Engineers, see the accompanying
planning document for more information.)
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Map 18a.

City of Homer water lines in the Beluga planning area

This map and the following show the location of city water distribution lines and sewer lines, respectively. This map can be downloaded at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/WaterMap10_2010%20(2)_0.pdf. The city's
water and sewer master plan can be downloaded at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/planning/water-sewer-master-plan.
Over time, areas served by sewer and water lines tend to
become the focus of the highest development densities,
including the highest coverage of impervious surfaces
(roads, parking lots, buildings, etc., see inset map below).
Where the presence of sewer and water lines promotes
development within wetland areas, the hydrologic and
biologic functions of those wetlands are likely to be
impaired. Maps 20d and 20c show wetland and other green
infrastructure areas most at risk of development.
The inset map below shows “percent imperviousness” of
different areas in Homer. The darker the red, the higher the
percent of impervious surfaces. This map was developed
some years ago by the Kenai Watershed Forum, so more
impervious surfaces exist today. (For this map, go to Kenai

Watershed Atlas, at http://www.kenaiwatershed.org/Atlas/
index.html, and choose the impervious layer.) Flooding of
Woodard Creek has caused damage during heavy rainfall,
for example in fall 2002. Similar issues will develop in the
Beluga Planning area if green infrastructure functions are
eliminated during development. Encouraging landowners to
incorporate LID techniques could help minimize stormwater
problems and costs associated with impervious surfaces (see
the planning document).
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Map 18b.

City of Homer sewer lines in the Beluga planning area

This and the previous map show the location of sewer lines and city water distribution lines, respectively. This map can be downloaded at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/ SewerMap10_2010%20(2)_0.pdf. The city's
water and sewer master plan can be downloaded at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/planning/water-sewer-master-plan.
As noted on the previous page, over time, areas served by
sewer and water lines tend to become the focus of the
highest development densities, including the highest
coverage of impervious surfaces (roads, parking lots,
buildings, etc.). Where the presence of sewer and water
lines promotes development within wetland areas, the
hydrologic and biologic functions of those wetlands are
likely to be impaired. Maps 20d and 20c show wetland and
other green infrastructure areas most at risk of
development.
For more background on green infrastructure and Low
Impact Development, see discussions of these topics in the
accompanying planning document.
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Map 19a.

Trails

In 2004, the city adopted the Homer Non-Motorized Transportation and Trails Plan (NMT&TP) (available at: homer-non-motorized-transportation-and-trails-plan-2004). As shown in the maps below, from that plan, the Beluga Lake trail system was
identified as a key corridor, connecting Ben Walters Park to Paul Banks Elementary School, and beyond to East End Road. The plan recommends that a separated pathway be developed for the Beluga Lake trail system. (A separated pathway, also called
a shared use or multi-use pathway, is a travel route that is separated from the roadway and supports a variety of non-motorized transportation uses.)
Other NMT&TP recommendations related to the Beluga planning area include:
• Create a safe non-motorized crossing of East End Road (for example, at Rochelle Road or Mariner Drive).
• For true system functionality, address connectivity, accessibility, safe routes, and safe route conditions. “To be both functional and
successful, Homer's non-motorized transportation and trail system must accommodate the community's most vulnerable citizens and
those least likely to drive: its children, its elderly, and its disabled... Creating a safe, non-motorized means for children to get to
school requires identifying suitable routes and dedicating easements for the segments of those routes not yet recognized as formal
public access ways. For new developments taking place near schools, non-motorized transportation routes should be identified on
the plat and in the site plan so that pedestrian and bicycle access ways are preserved and promoted. New roads should also provide
for safe and comfortable pedestrian and bicycle use...” (p. 25).
• Identify the existing infrastructure's missing links.
• Construct accessible non-motorized transportation routes.
• Actively involve all user populations and appropriate landowners in transportation and community planning.
• Identify, designate, and develop horse trails for the safe travel of equestrians. (Cottonwood Horse Park is within the Beluga planning
area; see the Open Space map that follows.)
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Map 19b.

Current open space designations and land uses (including equestrian use)

These maps show lands that can potentially provide core areas for an open space (and green infrastructure) system, both within Homer city limits and connecting city lands to open space areas beyond city boundaries. Colors indicate whether parcels are
public land, private open space, or other categories potentially appropriate for inclusion in an open space system (e.g., areas currently used for horseback riding and other equestrian activities).
The map below right is zoomed in on the Beluga planning area, and includes open space lands overlaid on 4-ft contour lines. Wetland areas are also shaded in different colors but
may be difficult to distinguish; see Maps 16a-f to identify wetland ecosystems.
By expanding outwards from these areas and connecting them with drainages, wetlands, trails, and other green infrastructure areas, an integrated system of open space lands could
be developed. Such a system would maintain “fingers of green” between developed areas—connecting schools, homes, and businesses with areas supporting outdoor activities
and attractive natural settings. The Homer Non-Motorized Transportation and Trails Plan, discussed with the previous map, suggests a number of tools for promoting open space,
from land purchase, to conservation easements, to tax and other incentives that encourage developers to set aside open space during development. Maintaining open space in
wetlands and on steep slopes is particularly important in preventing both onsite and offsite problems such as slope failure, erosion, or flooding.
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Map 20a.

Environmental constraints and related costs

Maps 20a through 20d show some of the key data layers used to identify areas
having conditions that constrain their suitability for development. Alternatively,
these lands generally provide significant community benefits as “green infrastructure.” Green infrastructure can be defined as natural areas that inherently provide
beneficial services to surrounding communities, such as reducing stormwater
runoff, storing floodwaters, reducing erosion, stabilizing hillsides, supporting
wildlife habitats, providing recreational areas, etc. (Green infrastructure is
discussed in more detail in the accompanying planning document.)

Map 20b.

Slopes (elevation contours) and wetlands overlaid on 2011 aerial imagery

This map is also included as Map 10. It's included here with maps related to green infrastructure because it shows both steep slopes and wetlands, areas that are key to

Layers shown in Maps 20a to 20d—and in other maps found earlier in this atlas—
were developed through an EPA-funded project that enabled Homer Soil and Water
to look at the suitability of lands in the Homer area for a variety of purposes—both
ecosystem and development related. Landscape conditions and functions that were
considered during suitability mapping included slopes, surface runoff, drainage
systems, wetlands, moose habitat, general habitat, and connectivity (habitat
linkages).
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any green infrastructure system. Maintaining natural conditions and functions on steep slopes and wetlands prevents many onsite and offsite problems associated with slope failure, erosion, downslope sedimentation, and flooding. Wetland types marked
with red asterisks are found in the Beluga planning area. (Floating Islands sometimes occur on Beluga Lake.)

e
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Map 20c.

Lands rated for green infrastructure (GI) and for development

These two maps show areas rated in terms of their development value (top)
and green infrastructure value (bottom). In many cases, areas that
constitute important green infrastructure lands, such as steep slopes and
wetlands, have low value for development because of (a) higher costs
associated with their development and (b) environmental problems likely to
result from their development, such as increased erosion, sedimentation,
flooding, etc. Such problems can affect both the development site itself and
properties nearby and/or downslope.
In some cases, however, areas serving important green infrastructure
functions also have high value for development. In such cases, the benefits
the community derives from the GI functions may be in conflict with the
value the developer or landowner can derive from his or her property. In
those situations, approaches that can lead to “win-win” outcomes—where
both the community and the landowner/developer achieve satisfying results
—warrant careful exploration. Such approaches include, for example (a)
tax or other financial incentives that help the landowner/developer maintain
green infrastructure functions, (b) land trades for land well suited for
development but lacking high GI values, (c) conservation easements (which
can benefit the landowner by reducing real estate taxes) and/or (d) purchase
of the land by an entity that will maintain green infrastructure functions.
As explained in the accompanying planning document, poorly planned
development of areas upslope of the Beluga Planning Area could cause
significant (and costly) flooding, erosion, and sediment deposition in this
area.
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Map 20d.

Green infrastructure lands most at risk from development

This map shows areas that were determined to have both high value for development and high value for green infrastructure (land ownership was not considered). Lands with high value for both green infrastructure AND development are most at risk of
being used and altered in ways that reduce or eliminate their green infrastructure functions. Incentives provided to developers to maintain green infrastructure functions during development can benefit the larger community in the long run, for example, by
reducing the need (and cost) for engineered infrastructure to replace green infrastructure and by maintaining amenities such as areas for scenic beauty, wildlife, and recreation.
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Map 21a.

State planning units in and around Homer, from the state of Alaska's Kenai Area Plan (KAP).

This and the following maps show the Homer area within a larger context. This map shows land use designations for state-owned lands in the Homer and surrounding areas as identified in the
state's 2001 Kenai Area Plan. What happens on state-owned lands―and how it happens―can be critical to nearby communities.
The Alaska Department of Natural Resources published the Kenai Area Plan (KAP) in 2001. The KAP identified key uses for state-owned lands throughout the Kenai Peninsula Borough. Each
parcel of state-owned land was given an identifying number (as shown in the map below), and then uses were designated for each numbered parcel (as shown in the table at right, with land use
codes explained in the table lower right). For many parcels, more than one land use was designated. Definitions of each land use can be found in Chapter 3 of the area plan, see
http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/areaplans/kenai/pdfs/chap_3_intro.pdf. The Kenai Area plan can be downloaded in its entirety or chapter-by-chapter at http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/
planning/areaplans/kenai/index.htm. If you have trouble reading numbers on this page; go to the original pdf of this map at the state's KAP website: http://dnr.alaska.gov/mlw/planning/
areaplans/kenai/pdfs/7c.pdf. You can enlarge that pdf to get much better resolution than provided here.

Land use

Code

Agriculture
Coal
Forestry
Grazing
General use
Habitat
Harvest
Heritage
Materials
Public facilities - retain
Public facilities - transfer
Public recreation and tourism- dispersed use
Public recreation and tourism – public use site
Resource management – high value
Settlement
Shoreline use
Transportation
Water resources and use
Waterfront development
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ag
co
fo
gr
gu
ha
hv
hr
ma
pr
pt
rd
rp
rh
se
sh
tr
wa
wd

Map 21b.

State land classifications around Homer as shown online at DNR's Alaska Mapper

The Kenai Area Plan map on the previous page
reflected state ownership in 2001. As ownership
changes, or as lands are reclassified, the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) updates
maps of state land classifications. DNR's maps can
be found on its website: http://dnr.alaska.gov/
MapAK/. The map at right shows “Surface Land
Classifications” in the Homer and Anchor Point areas
as downloaded from DNR's Alaska Mapper in
February 2013.
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Map 21c.

Mineral estate on the southern Kenai Peninsula as shown online at DNR's Alaska Mapper

The map at right is also from the DNR website
introduced with Map 21b; it shows the “Mineral
Estate.” Because surface land classification, as
shown on the previous two maps, indicates nothing
about what's happening with subsurface resources
(oil and gas and minerals), it's useful to look at maps
that show land status related to such resources. As
DNR explains in its Alaska Mapper User Guide
(http://dnr.alaska.gov/MapAK/ug.pdf): The Mineral
Estate Map “...displays current oil and gas, mining,
and other subsurface resource uses on state uplands
and tidelands. The map describes state lands as open
or closed to mineral entry.”
(Note, Maps 21b-21e have not been updated since
February 2013.)
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Map 21d.

Oil and gas leasing on the southern Kenai Peninsula – state-owned lands

As noted on the previous map, regardless of land use designations, oil and gas leases can occur on any state-owned lands, as well as on private and Native lands. These oil and gas activities are reviewed and administered by DNR's Division of Oil and Gas
(http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/ index.htm) and its sections (http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Sections.htm). DOG also administers oil and gas operations on lands not owned by the state but where the state owns the “subsurface estate.” Landowners other than the
state can also lease their lands for oil and gas activities if they hold the subsurface estate themselves (see the following map). Before DOG sells, leases, or otherwise disposes of state land, resources, property, or interests in them, the director determines in
a written finding that the interests of the state will be best served by doing so. The written finding, known as a best interest finding, discusses relevant information that DOG considers in determining whether or not a particular action is in the state's best
interest. (Note, Maps 21b-21e have not been updated since February 2013.)
A new 5-Year Oil and Gas Leasing Program is submitted to the Alaska State Legislature each January. The program outlines a schedule of proposed lease sales, and Cook Inlet is one of the lease sale areas (see http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Publications/
CookInlet.htm#cilease). The current year's lease sale report is available at the Leasing Reports Page (http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Leasing/LeaseReports.htm#5lease). Upcoming sales are listed in a 5 Year Lease Sale Schedule. To research information about
a particular lease, the legal description or ADL number is needed. Ownership of leases often changes hands as leases are bought and sold.
The state grants leases tract by tract. If a number of tracts in an area are leased by a single entity or partnership, the state can combine them into a unit. This allows multiple leases to be explored and developed in a coordinated way rather than lease-bylease. (A unit can include lands owned and leased by different landowners, for example by the state and Cook Inlet Region, Inc.) Selected units are listed below. For maps of specific units, including ADL numbers, go to http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/
Units/UnitMaps.htm.
• Deep Creek Unit (http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Units/Documents/2001/deep_creek_decision.pdf)
• Nikolaevsk Unit (http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Units/Documents/2011/20110513_Approval_of_Ext_to_the_Term_of_the_Nikolaevsk_Unit_Agreement.pdf)
• Ninilchik Unit, (http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Units/Documents/2001/nk_final_decision_103001.pdf, first expansion of the unit http://dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Units/Documents/2003/UFirstEXP_3PAs_approval_finalD&F.pdf
• North Fork Unit (ADL 2095, Armstrong has applied
for North Fork draft unit expansion. A decision was
pending at the time of this writing).
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Map 21e.

Oil and gas leasing on the southern Kenai Peninsula – CIRI lands

This map shows Cook Inlet Region, Inc., oil and gas leases. This map and the following information is from CIRI's website (http://www.ciri.com/content/company/CookOilGas.aspx). (Note, Maps 21b-21e have not been updated since February 2013.)
“CIRI is Southcentral Alaska's largest private landowner, with more than 750,000 acres of subsurface land in and around oil-producing regions on the Kenai Peninsula and the west side of Cook Inlet. CIRI is... is able to move more swiftly than larger
public landowners and has the flexibility and financial strength to structure incentive options designed to encourage aggressive new oil and gas exploration. ...Cook Inlet gas has been considered "stranded" since its discovery in the 1950s, because global
gas prices were not high enough to justify building a pipeline or other means of exporting the gas to external markets... Now, however, local demand will soon exceed known reserves, and Cook Inlet gas prices are increasing to match world energy prices.
Higher prices will encourage gas exploration and production by making it more profitable for companies to find and develop new Cook Inlet area gas reserves. CIRI sees a window to encourage new Cook Inlet gas development before importation from
outside the region becomes necessary, and is moving swiftly to attract new exploration entrants, including independent oil and gas companies.”
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